
My Brother Alephs,
The term Godol is not just unique to our Order. In many Hasidic sects of Judaism, the Rebbe is
known as the Godol. These Rebbes are the head of their respected Hasrdrb dynasty and are seen as
holy men. The followers have great respect for their Rebbes. What they say usually goes. These
Rebbes are good men. They understand the control that has been given to them and would never
abuse it. As learned as they are, they always listen to others and learn with and from them.

My goal for this term is clear; I want to learn from you and with you and really make our Order into
something that we can truly be proud of. I want to spend time with you, talk to you and understand
why you come back week after week. Yes, as you can see below I have an idea and a vision for this
next year, and for the Order, but at the end of the day it is you that will be my biggest resource, critic,
and motivator.

My brothers, please put your faith in me, and I promise that this next year will be the greatest year our
Order has ever seen.

Fraternally submitted with undying love for myge4g, honRof Simon-Atlas AZA #126, I remain,
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I plan to use my travel as a chance to really see want does and does not work in AZA chapters around the world. I will
then share that information with others in the hopes it can help all. I also plan on meeting with up and coming leaders on
all visits to hopefully inspire them.

Grand Board
The board will be held very high standard of accountability, reliability, and respectability. The board will be a united body
that will serve as my advisers for the year. I will expect greatness out of them and in return, I will guide them to the best of
my ability.

Summer Programs
I like most other people have had the greatest experiences of my life, and made my closest friends on my summers spend
with BBYO. Promoting all the different programs BBYO offers to not just the BBYO community, but the Jewish world is a
goal of mine.

Givinq Back
Community service will become a hallmark of the AZA program. I am not talking about colleting cans of food; I am talking
about real service. The kind you can be proud of and feel like you really did something to better someone else's life.

Historv
The 85 years of history is what truly makes us great, I want all Aleph to know this history. A new and updated Blue Book
will be published under my tenure.

Programminq
With the Program Bank up and running, I plan to make it into something that will not just be used by BBYO, but all Jewish
organizations who wish to plan innovative programs.

Teen-Leadership
The leadership of our order will be brought back to us, the teens. I want teens to have a larger say in everything that
happens on all levels of our Order.
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Aleph Michael Jacob Rosenberg
Of Simon Atlas AZA#126 of Northern Region East, D.C. Council

Gaucusing for the highly esteemed position of
Grand Aleph Godol for the lnternational Order of the Aleph
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D.G. Council #54
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Frat Shabbat'06, '07, '08

Heartthrob for Nava BBG #2500'06-'07
Court Heartthrob for Beshert BBG
#2455'07-'08
Summer Program Chair'07-'08
Teen Connection Coordinator'07-'08
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Brotherhood Lodge Leadership Award
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13 Years of Jewish Education-Graduated last Sunday (21812009')
Prayer Leader in Morning Minyan
Recipient of Kochavim Award from the Community for exceptional Jewish teen leaders
Attended Panim conference, Fall 2006
Varsity Track & Field since 9th Grade-Captain Junior year
Cross Country since 9th Grade-Captain Senior year

Zadik Aleph

Simon Atlas AZA #126 n Henry Monsky Chapter
bf Member in Good Standing Since June'05

ft Judaism Chair Fall :05
$ Shaliach Spring '06

N Education Chair Spring '07

N Me' Amen (Athletics and Chapter Sprit
Wear) Fall '07

Monsky Application Chair Fall '07

Moreh Spring'08
S'gan Fall '08

Godol Spring '09

Chapter Convention Spring '05, Winter
'06, Spring '06, Winter '07, Spring'07,
Winter '08, Spring'08, Winter '09
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